SAW CUT BLACKTOP SURFACE BACK 6" MIN. TO SOLID SURFACE AND PATCH TO MATCH EXISTING, BOTH SIDES.

NOTE: WHERE UNDER CITY, STATE OR FEDERAL ROADWAYS, OBTAIN PROPER PERMITS AND REPAIR TO THEIR SPECIFICATIONS.

ROADWAY CUTS UNDER 600 VOLTS

PATCH TO MATCH EXISTING SURFACE
COMPACTED DIRT IN 6" LAYERS
CONCRETE WITH RED DYE

OVER 600 VOLTS

NOTE: ADD CONDUIT IN GROUPS OF TWO.

SAND
SPARE CONDUIT

PVC SCHEDULE 40 OR RIGID GALVANIZED CONDUIT

SAND
RIGID GALVANIZED CONDUIT

CONCRETE WITH RED DYE

NOTE:
ADD CONDUIT IN GROUPS OF TWO.

UNDER 600 VOLTS

PATCH TO MATCH EXISTING SURFACE

COMPACT DIRT OR DENSE GRADE

SAND
SPARE CONDUIT CAPPED AT EACH END

SAW CUT BLACKTOP SURFACE BACK 6" MIN. TO SOLID SURFACE AND PATCH TO MATCH EXISTING, BOTH SIDES.

NOTE: WHERE UNDER CITY, STATE OR FEDERAL ROADWAYS, OBTAIN PROPER PERMITS AND REPAIR TO THEIR SPECIFICATIONS.

UNDER 600 VOLTS

ROADWAY CUTS UNDER 600 VOLTS

PATCH TO MATCH EXISTING SURFACE

CONCRETE WITH RED DYE

OVER 600 VOLTS

NOTE: ADD CONDUIT IN GROUPS OF TWO.